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Abstract

During the last 50 years Georgia experienced a rising number of severe summer heat
waves causing increasing heat-health impacts. In this study, the 10 most severe heat
waves between 1961 and 2010 and recent changes in heat wave characteristics have
been detected from 22 homogenized temperature minimum and maximum series using5

the Excess Heat Factor (EHF). A composite and Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)
have been performed to study summer heat wave patterns and their relationships to the
selected predictors: mean Sea Level Pressure (SLP), Geopotential Height at 500 mb
(Z500), Sea Surface Temperature (SST), Zonal (u-wind500) and Meridional Wind at
500 mb (v-wind500), Vertical Velocity at 500 mb (O500), Outgoing Longwave Radiation10

(OLR), Relative Humidity (RH500), Precipitation (RR) and Soil Moisture (SM). Most
severe heat events during the last 50 years are identified in 2007, 2006 and 1998.
Largest significant trend magnitudes for the number, intensity and duration of low and
high-impact heat waves have been found during the last 30 years. Significant changes
in the heat wave predictors reveal that all relevant surface and atmospheric patterns15

contributing to heat waves have been intensified between 1961 and 2010. Composite
anomalies and CCA patterns provide evidence of a large anticyclonic blocking pattern
over the southern Ural Mountains, which attracts warm air masses from the Southwest,
enhances subsidence and surface heating, shifts the African Intertropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ) northwards, and causes a northward shift of the subtropical jet. Moreover,20

pronounced precipitation and soil moisture deficiency throughout Georgia contribute
to the heat wave formation and persistence over Georgia. Due to different large- to
mesoscale circulation patterns and the local terrain, heat wave effects over Eastern
Georgia are dominated by subsidence and surface heating, while convective rainfall
and cooling are observed in the West.25
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1 Introduction

Anthropogenic influences on climate since the mid-20th century resulted in a change
of frequency and intensity of daily temperature extremes and doubled the probability
of occurrence of heat waves in some regions of the world (Beniston and Stephenson,
2004; Stott et al., 2004; Jones et al., 2008; Christidis et al., 2011, 2012; IPCC, 2014).5

The fact that the global averaged heat waves are projected to increase in frequency, in-
tensity and duration (Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004; Perkins et al., 2012) makes it important
to investigate their driving mechanisms with special regards to large-scale atmospheric
circulation, land–sea interactions and regional processes.

Heat wave patterns in Georgia are highly dependent on the large scale synoptic,10

thermic patterns and the local terrain. Temperature tends to increase eastwards with
increasing continentality in combination with a decrease in precipitation. The Stavropol
upland in the Caucasus Foreland and the Surami Ridge in Transcaucasia form impor-
tant climatic divides. The air, advected by depressions from the Black Sea, loses most
of its moisture over the Colchis lowland and, having crossed the Surami Ridge, de-15

scends in the Kura lowland as a dry airflow. The summer circulation patterns over Geor-
gia are influenced by a subtropical high pressure in the west and the Asian depression
in the east (Ziv et al., 2004; de Vries et al., 2013). The lower levels are dominated by
the so-called “Red Sea trough” and the “Persian trough”, surface low-pressure troughs
that extends from the Asian monsoon across the Red Sea and Persian Gulf to south-20

ern Turkey (Fig. 1a). As a result of the Red Sea and Persian trough and the subtropical
anticyclone of the Atlantic (Azores), northwesterly winds blow over the Black Sea. In ac-
cordance with Arkhipkin et al. (2014, 2015) these winds yield a continual cool advection
from Eastern Europe, as seen in the average wind fields (Fig. 1b). In addition, Georgia
is dominated by summer convection centered over the Armenian-Dzavakhetian vol-25

canic plateau as shown in the low vertical pressure velocity field (Fig. 1c). The Greater
and Southern Caucasus block northwesterly winds from the East European plain and
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orographic convection is induced followed by low to heavy precipitation events at the
windward slopes of the high mountain ridges.

The Caucasus represents one of world’s hot spots most vulnerable to climate change
(Shahgedanova, 2002). According to findings by Keggenhoff et al. (2014) Georgia ex-
perienced pronounced warming trends in temperature extremes and a decrease in wet5

days (R ≥ 1 mm) during 1971 and 2010. Since 1960s, monthly minimum and maxi-
mum temperature increased by 0.22 and 0.36 ◦C, respectively, while warm extremes
show larger trends than cold extremes. The trend for warm spells was observed to be
significantly increasing by 1.7 days (Keggenhoff et al., 2015a). Future climate extreme
projections by Lieferheld et al. (2012, 2013) show a pronounced increase in summer10

temperature projected by the end of the 21st century (relative to the 1961–1990 pe-
riod), especially for temperature maxima (by over 6 ◦C) over the western part of Geor-
gia. The number of dry days will increase significantly in Eastern Georgia between the
projection period 2040 to 2069. However, for Western Georgia a negative trend for the
number of dry days is projected.15

Heat waves are among the most threatening meteorological hazards related to global
warming posing impacts to society, economy and ecology. Heat-related morbidity and
mortality in Georgia is expected to increase due to significant positive trends in the
intensity, frequency and duration of heat waves during the last 50 years (Keggenhoff
et al., 2015b). The magnitude of heat wave impacts may be changing related to the20

vulnerable sectors affected, particularly to those exposed through poor health and low
and high age (Basu and Samet, 2006). The rapid increase of the population and urban-
ization in Georgia and its strong dependence on agricultural production might amplify
these negative heat health impacts (UNDP, 2015). Yet, heat health is an under-reported
sector in Georgia with economic consequences that are currently difficult to assess.25

Excess mortality has been observed during several heat wave events over the last
five decades (Semenza et al., 1996; Changnon et al., 1996; Nairn, 2011; Nairn and
Fawcett, 2013; Langlois, 2013). In the present study the heat wave index based on
the Excess Heat Factor is used to investigate heat wave changes during the last 50
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to 30 years and to identify high-impact heat waves over Georgia and their patterns
using daily composites. The EHF considers the local geographic acclimatization to
temperature, the total heat load, and the recent deviation in temperature from mean
temperature (Nairn, 2011; Nairn and Fawcett, 2013; Nairn et al., 2015). Next to maxi-
mum temperature, the increase in morbidity and mortality is sensitive to high minimum5

temperatures. Minimum temperature, which is dissipated precedent to a very hot day,
determines the accumulating daytime thermal load impacting vulnerable people and
systems (Pattenden et al., 2003; Nicholls et al., 2008). In general, the health effect may
be induced by both, a combination of high intensity maximum and minimum tempera-
ture and long heat wave duration (Nairn et al., 2015).10

The frequency, duration and intensity of heat wave events is usually linked to large-
scale atmospheric blocking patterns enhancing Sea Surface Temperature, solar radi-
ation and heat flux anomalies due to reduced cloudiness and/or antecedent precipi-
tation and soil moisture deficiencies. The core mechanisms for heat accumulation are
(1) advection from lower latitudes, (2) large-scale subsidence transporting higher po-15

tential temperature air from upper levels, or (3) surface heating, development of the
diurnal mixed layer, and replacement from below by the new mixed layer for the suc-
cessive day (McBride et al., 2009). A growing number of studies have investigated the
mechanisms that contribute to the formation and prediction of heat wave events using
the example of high-impact events in Eurasia, such as the 2003 European heat wave20

(Black et al., 2004; Fink et al., 2004; Ogi et al., 2005; Trigo et al., 2005; Ferranti and
Viterbo, 2006; Jung et al., 2006; Fischer et al., 2007; Black and Sutton, 2007; Feu-
dale and Shukla, 2011a, b), or the 2010 Russian heat wave (Barripedro et al., 2011;
Dole et al., 2011; Grumm, 2011). Most studies relate heat wave events to anticyclonic
circulation anomalies, leading to enhanced heat advection, adiabatic heating by subsi-25

dence and solar radiative heating due to reduced cloudiness (Black et al., 2004; Meehl
and Tebaldi, 2004; Fink et al., 2004; Della-Marta et al., 2007; McBride et al., 2009;
Cassou et al., 2005; Carril et al., 2008; Stefanon et al., 2012; Pfahl and Wernli, 2012;
Zittis et al., 2014). Next to synoptic features Sea Surface Temperature (SST) anoma-
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lies (Jung et al., 2006; Black and Sutton, 2007; Della-Marta et al., 2007; Feudale and
Shukla, 2011a, b), precipitation and soil moisture deficiencies can represent crucial
driving forces contributing to current and future heat wave events (Ferranti and Viterbo,
2006; Fischer et al., 2007; Zampieri et al., 2009; Seneviratne et al., 2010; Hirschi et al.,
2011; Jäger and Seneviratne, 2011; Müller and Seneviratne, 2012; Quesada et al.,5

2012; Stefanon et al., 2014; Zittis et al., 2014).
Current scientific literature investigated relationships between heat wave events and

their mechanisms of formation and prediction, using the example of selected patterns
or in the context of single heat wave events. Moreover, most papers focus on large
study areas, excluding regional aspects of relationships between heat waves and their10

driving forces. Due to the fact that observation data for Georgia is difficult to access and
the country is located at in a transition zone between Europe and Asia and common
study areas, such as the Mediterranean and the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle
East (EMME) Region, Georgia is often marginalized in study domains. The aim of this
study is to quantify summer heat wave changes and variability over Georgia and to15

provide a comprehensive understanding of their forcing mechanisms. In Sect. 2 data
and methods utilized are presented. Section 3.1 demonstrates major severe summer
heat wave identification. Section 3.2 presents the climatology and trends in the summer
heat wave number intensity, duration and their potential forcing predictors during the
analysis periods 1981 to 2010 and 1961 to 2010. In Sect. 3.3 results on heat wave pat-20

terns from daily composites and a CCA are discussed. Section 4 summarizes results
and the conclusions of the study.

2 Data and methods

2.1 Observation data

For the heat wave trend and identification analysis 22 daily minimum and maximum25

temperature series covering the period 1961 to 2010 have been used (Fig. 2). Data
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and Metadata for homogenization adjustment was kindly provided by the National En-
vironmental Agency of Georgia. The analysis period 1961–2010 was chosen to study
changes in heat wave characteristics under anthropogenic influenced climate condi-
tions as well as to optimize the number of stations available and spatial coverage. The
stations are well distributed over Georgia. During 1988, 1992 and 1993 data availabil-5

ity for observation data records was very low and had to be rejected from the analy-
sis. Data quality control has been carried out using the computer program RClimDex
Software version 1.1 available on http://etccdi.pacificclimate.org. During the index cal-
culation process the following data quality requirements have been applied in order to
include as many Georgian temperature series as possible: (1) a summer value is calcu-10

lated if all months are present (May to September), (2) a month is considered as com-
plete if ≤ 3 days are missing, (3) a station will be rejected from the analysis if more than
5 consecutive months are missing. In order to test data homogeneity and to adjust sig-
nificant breakpoint, the software package RHtestV3 was used. It has been developed
in order to detect and adjust multiple breakpoints in a data series with noise that may15

or may not have first order autocorrelation (Wang and Feng, 2010; Wang, 2015). De-
tails on quality control, homogeneity testing and adjustment procedure and parameter
usage during the QM adjustment procedure are stated in Keggenhoff et al. (2015a).

2.2 Reanalysis data

Reanalysis data is used to detect spatial and temporal absolute differences and trends20

and to examine the dynamical evolution and features associated with heat waves over
Georgia and Eurasia. Data was provided by the National Centers for Environmen-
tal Predictions-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) and Kalnay
et al. (1996). For Sea Surface Temperature (SST) the Reynolds Optimum Interpolation
(OI) Analysis V2 data-set is used (Reynolds et al., 2002). The NCEP-NCAR records25

are archived in grids of a resolution 1.88◦ ×1.88◦, the spatial resolution of the SST
reanalysis data measures 1.00◦ ×1.00◦. The reliability of the NCAP/NCAR tempera-
ture data was verified correlating the reanalysis data with the observed data (Pearson
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correlation). Between 1961 and 2010 the mean summer temperature for the field 39.9–
46.9◦ E/40.9–43.7◦ N correlates very well with the mean temperature (r2: 0.76) from the
observational data. For Tmax and Tmin the correlation coefficient measures 0.67 and
0.77, respectively.

2.3 Heat wave identification and severity classification5

For generating daily composites for major extreme heat wave days this study uses
the heat wave index based on the EHF as defined by Nairn (2011). The EHF was
calculated using the ClimPACT software, a R-based software. It includes both, daily
maximum and minimum temperature series and incorporates the effect of humidity on
heat tolerance indirectly, by using the mean, rather than the maximum daily tempera-10

ture, in the calculation. EHF values are calculated from a three-day mean of forecast
temperatures to derive an index of heat wave severity. Two sub-indices are combined
to produce the complete EHF index. The first is a measure of significant excess heat
relative to local climatic conditions, the 95th percentile of mean temperature conditions:

EHIsig = (Ti + Ti+1 + Ti+2)/3− T95. (1)15

The second sub-index is a measure of shorter term acclimatization to heat, relative to
the mean temperature of the previous 30 days:

EHIaccl = (Ti + Ti+1 + Ti+2)/3− (Ti−1 + . . .+ Ti−30)/30. (2)

These two indices are combined to generate the EHF index. The unit of EHF is ◦C2:

EHF = EHIsig ×max(1,EHIaccl). (3)20

The EHF provides a comparative measure of intensity, load, duration and spatial distri-
bution of a heatwave event and has a strong signal-to-noise ratio. According to Collins
et al. (2000) and Pezza et al. (2012) the definition of the heat wave index comprises
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three or more consecutive days above positive EHF conditions. The magnitude of heat
health impacts caused by heat waves is indicated foremost by the peak heat load (◦C2)
of a heat wave (Nairn and Fawcett, 2013). To distinguish between EHF days, severe
and extreme heat wave days during 1961 and 2010 the severe EHF threshold for each
station has been included in the analysis, which is calculated according to Nairn and5

Fawcett (2013). Severe heat waves are defined by an event where EHF values ex-
ceed a threshold for severity that is specific to the climatology of each location. The
severe EHF threshold is calculated empirically as the 85th percentile of the distribution
of positive EHF values (EHF85) based on the observation record at a given location.
This method ensures that all EHF values are truly representative of each site’s clima-10

tology and avoids potential errors by modelling a distribution. Extreme Heatwaves are
defined as an event where EHF values are well in excess of the severity threshold
and result in a wide impact based on a cascade of failing systems. According to Nairn
et al. (2015), extreme heat waves are detected if an EHF value during a heat wave
at least triples the station’s severity threshold (EHF ≥ 3×EHF85). The resulting heat15

wave aspects: HWday – the number of heat wave days (days with positive EHF value),
HWsev – the number of severe heat wave days and HWext – extreme heat wave days
enable to differentiate between heat waves with low to high heat health impacts based
on their exceedance of a station’s severe EHF threshold. The heat wave aspects are
calculated annually over a 5 month summer, which is defined as a period from May20

to September (153 days). In order to identify the major single heat wave days for the
daily composite analysis extreme EHF values are classified as heat wave classes (HW
class), depending on the difference between an EHF value and the respective station’s
severe threshold. In the present study all extreme EHF values could be classified into
five different classes (HW class 2 to 6) with a maximum heat wave class of six. The 1625

major heat wave days between 1961 and 2010 over Georgia were detected selecting
all heat wave days equal or above heat wave class 4 (EHF ≥ 4×EHF85). All identified
heat wave days are listed in the Annex.
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Mean absolute differences (subtracting the period 1961–1990 from 1981–2010) and
trends between the periods 1961–2010 and 1981–2010 have been detected for ob-
served heat wave events and the selected predictand and predictor variables. Ob-
served heat wave events have been calculated for four heat wave aspects: HWN –
the yearly number of heat waves, HWD – the length (in days) of the longest yearly5

event, HWF – the sum of participating heat wave days per year, and HWext – extreme
heat wave days. Throughout the analysis, monthly mean data for summer months (May
to September) are used. All trends were calculated by the non-parametric Sen’s slope
estimator based on Kendall’s tau (τ) (Sen, 1986). Observed trends are calculated as
the arithmetic average of the summer index values of stations with more less than 20 %10

missing data. The annual slopes of trends were converted into slope per decade. The
statistical significance has been estimated using the Mann–Kendall test and the statis-
tical significance level of the 5 % has been used (Mann, 1945; Kendall, 1975). In this
study any use of the word “significant” implies statistical significance at the 5 % level.

2.4 CCA and composite analysis15

The statistical relationship between predictor and predictand variables ususally is a lin-
ear regression relationship. In order to investigate the relationship between Georgian
summer heat waves and synoptic to meso-scale patterns over Eurasia, a CCA was
performed. CCA is a common multivariate statistical technique in meteorological and
climate science to find linear combinations of two sets of variables such that the linear20

combinations have the maximum possible correlation (Barnett and Preisendorfer, 1987;
Bretherton et al., 1992; Cherry, 1996). The maximization is carried out under orthogo-
nality constraints on the coefficients of the linear combinations. CCA has been used in
various studies (e.g. Xoplaki et al., 2003a, b, Haylock and Goodess, 2004; Luterbacher
et al., 2009). During data preparation monthly mean anomalies are calculated by sub-25

tracting the long-term mean of a calendar month from each individual monthly mean,
giving all grid points equal weight. Moreover, a long-term linear trend in the time series
is removed. Using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) the predictor and predictand
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were dimensionally reduced to a number of selected Principal Components (PCs) in or-
der to identify the dominant patterns of variability in each field that account for the most
variance (Bretherton et al., 1992; Mo and Straus, 2002). Both, the CCA and PCA were
performed using a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) using the KNMI Climate Ex-
plorer (http://climexp.knmi.nl). The correlation of the canonical score series of the two5

variables measures the intensity in the relationship between the pairs. In this study,
the 95th percentile of mean temperature (Tmean95p) is used as heat wave predictand
derived from daily NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data. It includes both, daily minimum and
maximum temperature series and incorporates the effect of humidity on heat tolerance
indirectly, by using the mean, rather than the maximum daily temperature, in the calcu-10

lation. The 95th percentile threshold was chosen as a measure of extreme heat. Data
availability ensures a high number of heat days per summer month. As predictors sum-
mer SLP, Z500, u-wind500, v-wind500, O500, RH500, OLR, RR and SM were used
based on gridded NCEP-NCAR data have been used. The research domain for the
predictors is defined as the area between 0 and 90◦ E and between 10 and 80◦ N. The15

predictand variable focuses on Georgia with the domain located at 39.9 to 46.9◦ E and
40.9 to 43.7◦ N. Features in the daily composite anomaly plots take into account the
physical realism as they are based on observation data, whereas the derived CCAs
are statistically built. To examine the observed features associated with the CCA pat-
terns, daily composite plots are conducted, since the CCA may yield unstable solutions20

(Della-Marta et al., 2007). Daily composites are constructed for the heat wave predic-
tand and the ten selected predictors based on the 16 major heat wave days observed
over Georgia listed in the Annex.
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 Heat wave identification

A heat wave is defined as a period of three or more consecutive days above EHF con-
ditions. All station heat waves during 1961 and 2010 have been identified and their
duration (days), heat load (◦C2) and accumulated heat load (◦C2) have been deter-5

mined. According to Nairn and Fawcett (2013) the heat load of a heat wave is defined
as the mean all EHF values of a heat wave. The accumulated heat load represents the
sum of all EHF values of a heat wave. In the present study most severe heat waves
have been ranked by their Georgia-average accumulated heat load considering the av-
erage duration of a heat wave and its heat load as their product. Table 1 lists the 1010

summers with the most severe heat wave events over Georgia since 1961. It describes
the rank, the date of the peak EHF (Date), the duration (days), intensity (◦C2) and the
accumulated heat load (◦C2) averaged over the all stations analyzed, respectively. Heat
waves with a mean accumulated heat load of less than 15 ◦C2 were not listed.

As shown in Table 1 only two heat waves (June 1966 and 1969), which are among15

the ten most severe heat waves, occurred before 1990. Major heat waves observed af-
ter 1990 comprise the highest ranked accumulated heat loads, heat loads, lengths
and number of occurrence. The three most severe heat waves identified occurred
in May 2007, in August 2006 and in June 1998 and agree with the most fatally
heat waves reported by EM-DAT for the region (The International Disaster Database,20

www.em-dat.be). The highest Georgia-averaged accumulated heat load (200 ◦C2) was
observed for the severe heat wave in May 2007. The mean heat load of this event was
the highest measured during 1961and 2010 (20.0 ◦C2), although the mean duration for
this heat wave is mid-ranged (10 days), implying strong health impacts by a high in-
tensity of heat load. All stations analyzed have been affected by this event and at the25

same time show extraordinary high peak EHF values of up to 57.5 ◦C2 (HW class 6).
The second ranked heat wave was observed during mid-August. It shows an extraor-
dinary long averaged duration of 18 days, resulting in a mean accumulated heat load
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of 127 ◦C2. At the same time the mean heat load (7.1 ◦C2) is relatively mid-ranked. The
heat wave is closely followed by another severe heat wave, which is ranked 7, implying
strong heat impacts caused by the long averaged duration of both events and their
close occurrence. For the third most severe heat wave identified (June 1998) a mean
accumulated heat load of 114 ◦C2 was determined. Both, the event’s averaged dura-5

tion (14 days) and the averaged heat load (8.4 ◦C2) are clearly above average values
and the proportion of affected stations is very high, which results in a high averaged
accumulated heat load. This heat wave was observed among four other summer heat
waves in 1998, which is – next to 2010 – a year with the highest count of summer heat
waves measured.10

3.2 Climatology and heat wave changes

3.2.1 Observed long-term trends

In this section the climatology and recent changes in observed summer heat
waves during the periods 1961 and 2010 and 1981 and 2010 are investigated.
As shown in Table 2, the absolute Georgia-average for HWN (the number of heat15

wave events) amounts to 1.7 eventsyr−1 and shows a significant increasing trend
of 0.4 eventsdecade−1. HWD (the length of the longest yearly heat wave event)
measures 5.5 daysyr−1 in the Georgia-average and a significant positive trend of
0.9 daysdecade−1 is found. The Georgia-average for HWF (yearly sum of participating
heat wave days) measures 10.4 daysyear−1. Similar to HWN and HWD, no decreasing20

station trend could be observed throughout Georgia (not shown). The Georgia aver-
age trend amounts to 2.9 daysdecade−1 (Table 2). These findings are in accordance
with Perkins et al. (2012) and Perkins and Alexander (2013), demonstrating that the
high trend magnitudes for HWF drive increases in HWN and HWD, as the number of
heat wave days represents an influencing factor in the calculation of event length and25

occurrence. For HWex (extreme heat wave days) an absolute mean of 0.3 days and
a significantly increasing trend of 0.05 daysdecade−1 are observed.
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As Fig. 3 shows all mean absolute differences for the heat wave occurrence, intensity
and duration were found to be positive. For HWN an absolute increase between 0 and
1 event can be observed during the period 1981 and 2010 (with respect to the period
1961–1990). A few stations in the south and northwest of Georgia show an increase of
1 to 2 events. HWD shows an increase between 0 and 3 days for the major proportion5

of stations analyzed. For 5 of 22 stations the duration of heat waves increased to 3 to
6 days between 1981 and 2010. The heat wave aspect HWF shows an increase of 8
to 16 days for 6 of 22 stations analyzed during 1981 and 2010. For HWex an increase
between 0 and 2 days can be found for the highest proportion of stations. For seven
stations a strong increase by 3 to 6 extreme heat wave days is found.10

Comparing the trends in the heat wave aspects HWN, HWD, HWF and HWex over
Georgia for the two analysis periods 1961–2010 and 1981–2010, a pronounced in-
crease in the magnitude of all trends is observable. Significant trends are found
for HWN, HWD and HWF. As Table 2 shows trends for HWN and HWD (1981–
2010) double the trend magnitudes measured for the period 1961–2010. A trend of15

0.8 eventsdecade−1 for HWN and 1.8 daysdecade−1 for HWD could be found. For HWF
(and HWex), the trend magnitudes of 6.6 daysdecade−1 (0.15 daysdecade−1) for 1981
and 2010 are even two to three times higher the trend magnitudes observed between
1961 and 2010.

3.2.2 Trends in the heat wave predictand and predictors20

In this section the climatology and spatio-temporal changes of the heat wave predictand
and selected predictors for the analysis periods 1961 to 2010 and 1981 to 2010 are
presented.

As Table 3 shows, the climatological mean for Tmean95p averaged over Georgia
was measured 20.4 ◦C. The absolute increase comparing the periods 1961–1990 and25

1981–2010 amounts to 0.1 ◦C. Trends for the heat wave predictand Tmean95p were
observed to be positive. During the analysis period 1961–2010 an insignificant warm-
ing trend of 0.2 ◦Cdecade−1 (significant at the 10 % level) could be found over Georgia.
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A significant trend for Tmean95p was observed between 1981 and 2010, which mea-
sures 0.4 ◦Cdecade−1. As shown in Fig. 4a spatial changes in Tmean95p, large areas
with an absolute temperature difference of more than 0.6 ◦C from Eastern Europe to
the Ural Mountains are detected with peaks of up to 1 ◦C, although no significant differ-
ence could be found. Also for Turkey and eastern Georgia an insignificant increase of5

0.2 to 0.6 ◦C could be observed. However, in western Georgia an insignificant increase
in Tmean95p of at most 0.2 ◦C was found.

As presented in Table 3, the Caspian Sea shows a higher climatological mean for
SST (21.6 ◦C) than the Black Sea (20.2 ◦C). For the Caspian Sea a significant SST
trend magnitude of 0.7 ◦Cdecade−1 during the period 1981 to 2010 could be observed,10

while for the Black Sea a significant magnitude of 0.6 ◦Cdecade−1 was found. The
spatial distribution of SST absolute differences shows significant warming in the North
Atlantic, The Mediterranean, Black and Caspian Sea (Fig. 4b). Largest differences of
significant warming over Eurasia are found in the North and Baltic Sea and in the Kara
Sea (0.6–0.8 ◦C).15

As shown in Table 3 the climatology for SLP measures 1012 mb with an absolute
increase throughout Georgia of 1.2 mb. While a significant trend magnitude for the
period 1961–2010 of 0.5 mbdecade−1 could be observed, no change between 1981
and 2010 was detected. Figure 4c shows large areas of significant positive trends in the
eastern Mediterranean, Western Asia and Northern Africa. A maximum of significant20

absolute change in SLP is found in northeast Turkey and stretching throughout Georgia
measuring an increase of up to 2 mb.

For Z500 a mean climatology of 5753 m was detected over Georgia and an absolute
increase of 15.9 m with respect to the period 1961–1990 (Table 3). A significant posi-
tive trend for Z500 of 8.7 mdecade−1 could be found during the period 1961 and 2010.25

However, the trend magnitude for the period 1981–2010 was smaller (2.3 mdecade−1)
and insignificant. As shown in Fig. 4d, throughout southern Eurasia a significant ab-
solute increase of Z500 of up to 20 m is observed, which corresponds to observations
for Western Asia by Kuglitsch et al. (2010). These findings highlight a changing atmo-
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spheric circulation over Georgia, implying an increase in warm air advection from the
Southwest, large-scale subsidence and surface heating, which might have enhanced
the formation and persistence of heat waves in recent years. Moreover, the increase in
Z500 is usually connected with the increase in stability and the inhibition of convection
over the area.5

For u-wind an absolute decrease of 0.6 ms−1 is observed comparing the peri-
ods 1961–1990 and 1981–2010. Georgia-averaged climatological mean measures
6.8 ms−1 (Table 3). Trends for the zonal wind are insignificant during both analyzing
periods. The climatology for v-winds measures 3.7 ms−1 with an absolute decrease
throughout Georgia of −0.5 ms−1. While a significant trend magnitude for the pe-10

riod 1961–2010 of −0.2 ms−1 decade−1 could be observed, an insignificant change
of 0.0 ms−1 decade−1 between 1981 and 2010 was detected.

As shown in Fig. 5a OLR measures a mean climatological value of 246 Wm−2

and an absolute increase of 5.8 Wm−2, implying a decrease in cloudiness and an
increase in maximum insolation. During the period 1961–2010 a significant positive15

trend of 2.9 Wm−2 decade−1 could be observed. As all other predictors OLR shows
an increase in the trend rate during 1981 and 2010 compared to the period 1961–
2010 (3.1 Wm−2 decade−1) (Table 3). The spatial distribution of OLR trends shows
an increase throughout Western Asia with the highest absolute increase of up to
12 Wm−2 located across the Caspian Sea (including Eastern Georgia). Vertical Ve-20

locity at 500 mb measures an absolute increase of 0.01 Pas−1 comparing the periods
1961–1990 and 1981–2010 averaged over Georgia. The trend magnitude during the
period 1961 to 2010 measures a significant increase of 0.01 Padecade−1 over Georgia.
The trend for the period 1981–2010 shows a higher magnitude of 0.02 Padecade−1,
but is insignificant. Regarding the spatial distribution of absolute changes during 196125

and 2010 a significant positive difference of up to 0.015 Pas−1 is located in Azerbai-
jan and northern Iran (Fig. 5b), suggesting an increase in atmospheric stability and
subsidence. However, negative but mainly insignificant areas are located across the
eastern Mediterranean and Black Sea as well as in the east of the Red and Caspian
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Sea and the Persian Gulf, implying an increase in instability and convergence. The
location of these areas resembles the centers of zero trends in the OLR trend map
(Fig. 5a), supporting the implication of local decreases in clear skies and insolation.
Georgia shows a maximum absolute change of around 0.01 Pas−1 in the eastern part
decreasing towards the western coast until approximately zero. As presented in Table 35

for RH500 a climatological value of 44 % could be observed. An absolute decrease of
−4.8 % was found and a significant trend of −2.4 %decade−1 was measured during
1961 and 2010. The spatial distribution of absolute changes shows similar patterns.
RH500 shows significant decreases of up to −0.06 % across the Caspian Sea (Fig. 5c)
with lowest values in the eastern part of Georgia and higher insignificant differences of10

around −0.04 % to the West of Georgia. The reduction of air humidity is also found by
Kuglitsch et al. (2010) detecting decreasing RH500 over West Asia accompanied by
an increase in minimum and maximum temperature, Z500 and SLP.

For RR an absolute decrease of −0.7 mmday−1 observed comparing the pe-
riods 1961–1990 and 1981–2010. Georgia-averaged climatological mean for RR15

measures 5 mmday−1 (Table 3). Trends for RR are significantly decreasing by
−0.35 mmday−1 decade−1 regarding the period 1961 and 2010. The negative trend
magnitude of −0.58 mmday−1 decade−1 for the period 1981 to 2010 was even larger,
but insignificant (Table 3). As implied by Fig. 5d, absolute differences in the spatial
distribution of total precipitation shows a large area of significant decreasing rates by20

−1.2 mmday−1 predominantly in the east of Turkey, southern Georgia, Armenia, Azer-
baijan and northern Iran. Similar to the RR, SM shows decreasing trends over the last
five decades. As Table 3 shows, the climatological mean averaged over Georgia was
measured 0.3 % and the absolute decrease amounts to −0.01 % comparing the pe-
riods 1961–1990 and 1981–2010. Trends for the heat wave predictor SM were found25

to be negative. During the analysis period 1961–2010 a significant decreasing trend of
−0.004 %decade−1 could be found over Georgia. However, the trend magnitude for the
period 1981–2010 was even larger (−0.007 %decade−1), but insignificant. Regarding
the spatial distribution of SM change, significant decreasing rates are found in central
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and eastern Turkey, northern Iran and the Southern Caucasus. Towards northwestern
Georgia the trend measures approximately zero. The spatial location of high reduction
rates of RR, SM and RH500 have a strong resemblance of those measuring a high
increase in SLP, Z500, OLR and O500, which supports the assumption, that the in-
crease in surface heating, subsidence and warm air advection drive the reduction in air5

humidity, total precipitation and soil moisture.

3.3 Heat wave related weather patterns

In order to examine the related features associated with the 16 major summer heat
wave days over Georgia, daily composites of ten large- to meso-scale surface and
mid- troposphere fields over Eurasia are presented. All anomalies were calculated with10

respect to the period 1981 to 2010. Moreover, the coupled variability of the selected
predictors and the heat wave predictand (Tmean95p) is investigated by performing
a CCA. All CCA patterns show a close resemblance to the daily heat wave compos-
ites. Because the higher CCA modes explain negligible amounts of variance, this paper
focuses only on the analyses of the first CCA mode for each predictor, respectively. For15

the sake of brevity, CCAs for the heat wave predictand over Georgia are not shown.
Table 4 shows the results of the CCA listing the potential heat wave drivers, their do-
main, the temporal correlation coefficients of the score series between each predictor
and local extreme temperature and their explained variance with the respective 95 %
confidence interval to validate the model skill across the domain. As shown in Table 4,20

all confidence intervals suggest a good to very good skill over the entire domain, except
for the SST and SLP domains for Eurasia and the Black Sea, which are rather good to
poor.

3.3.1 Temperature and SST patterns

As shown in Fig. 6a, western and central Europe and western Asia are dominated25

by negative SAT fields, associated with the surface cyclones over the area. However,
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Eastern Europe, the Mediterranean and Middle East as well as from Northern Africa
to Western Russia warm centers are observed during major heat wave events over
Georgia. Two centers of high SAT anomalies of up to 5 ◦C were found in Armenia and
in the southern Ural Mountains. The SAT anomaly over Georgia stretches from 2.5 ◦C
in the Northwest up to 5 ◦C in the Southeast, implying strongest heat-health impacts5

here. The centers of negative SAT anomalies with a maximum of −3 ◦C lie southeasterly
and southwesterly of the positive heat anomalies below the middle level cyclones (see
Fig. 7b).

SST anomalies suggest a close relationship between large-scale dynamic patterns
as shown in Fig. 6b. While the Northern Atlantic and Eastern Mediterranean Sea show10

negative SST anomalies of up to −0.6 ◦C, positive SST anomalies are observed in the
Caspian Sea of up to 0.7 ◦C. Lower positive SST anomalies can be found in the East-
ern Black Sea (0.5 ◦C). Highest anomalies are found in the Barents and Kara Sea of
up to 1 ◦C during heat wave events over Georgia. The SST pattern for the first CCA
mode over Eurasia demonstrates a very close resemblance to the SST composite for15

observed heat wave events and accounts for approximately 52.3 % of the summer heat
wave variability over Georgia (Figs. 6b and 9g). The squared correlation between the
summer SST and heat wave pattern is 0.56. Although a close relationship between
SSTs and heat waves could be observed, it does not necessarily mean that the SST
anomalies are responsible for heat waves over Georgia. It is far more likely that SST20

anomalies are an accompanied phenomenon of extreme temperature events. Never-
theless, the possibility that an individual heat wave might be affected by local SST
anomalies cannot be excluded. Composite and CCA fields have a strong resemblance
with the SAT and Z500 fields suggesting enhanced local air advection, subsidence and
maximum insolation over strong SST warming fields during heat wave events, which is25

in accordance with Feudale and Shukla (2011a). Moreover, the reduction of meridional
winds over sea, mainly apparent over the southern Caspian Sea, prevents the gener-
ation of lee waves and cyclones (Fig. 7d). Hence, the cooling effect by wind-induced
mixing is reduced, which further warms up the SST (Buzzi and Tibaldi, 1978). The si-
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multaneous SST anomalies in the Caspian, Northern Barents and Kara Sea can be
explained by a reduction of baroclinic instability between the Southern Caucasus and
the Northern Barents and Kara Sea, as discussed by Feudale and Shukla (2011a) for
the simultaneous SST anomalies in the Mediterranean and the Northern Atlantic during
the heat wave 2003. The prevention of baroclinicity is caused by a diminishing land–5

sea temperature gradient, which is reflected by the negative anomalies of v-winds over
the Northern Barents Sea and West Asia stretching from Northeastern Africa across
the Southern Caspian Sea to the Kara Sea (Fig. 7d) resulting in a northward shift and
intensification of the subtropical jet and a northward shift of the African ITCZ.

3.3.2 Large-scale circulation and mid-troposphere patterns10

As shown in Fig. 7a, a deep surface trough is found over Southern Scandinavia extend-
ing across the Black Sea area towards the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea. The persis-
tent surface lows are known as the “Persian Gulf trough” and “the Red Sea trough”,
which govern a strong relation to heat waves and heavy precipitation in the Mediter-
ranean (e.g. Ziv et al., 2004; de Vries et al., 2013). At the same time, pronounced15

anticyclones are located over the Ural Mountains, the Mediterranean Sea, North Africa
and Iran, implying warm air attraction from the Mediterranean and Middle East to Geor-
gia (Fig. 7a). The SLP composite and CCA mode over Eurasia show similar patterns
during heat wave events (Figs. 7a and 9a). The first CCA mode captures 61.2 % of the
summer heat wave variability. The squared correlation between the summer SLP and20

heat wave predictand amounts to 0.62. The observed heat wave patterns have a strong
resemblance to those found for heat waves in Western Asia by Kuglitsch et al. (2010).

Composite and CCA patterns for Z500 demonstrate a large anticyclonic vortex with
anomaly maxima of 90 m during major heat wave events. Negative anomalies of up
to −60 m are located westerly over the British Isles, Southern Scandinavia and east-25

erly over central Asia and central Russia. Over eastern Georgia positive anomalies
of around 60 m are found, while towards the western coast the intensity decreases to
40 m. The first CCA mode shows a close resemblance to the composite and captures
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61.6 % of the summer heat wave variability (Figs. 7b and 9b). The squared correlation
between the summer Z500 and the heat wave predictand measures to 0.74. The loca-
tion of the middle tropospheric troughs over Scandinavia and West Asia are in south-
easterly and southwesterly location aside of the anticyclonic center resembling a typical
west-oriented omega high, a nearly-stationary anticyclonic pressure field closely asso-5

ciated to high-impact heat waves (Fig. 7b). The observed pattern can be referred to the
“RU (Russian) cluster” identified as one of six heat wave blocking patterns identified
by Stefanon et al. (2012) or to the “Eurasia” region, one of three regions, in which the
frequency of the extremely hot days per month homogeneously varies (Carril et al.,
2008). Due to its location it is known as the Ural Blocking High (UBH) pattern and is10

associated with the 2010 Russian heatwave investigated by Barriopedro et al. (2011),
Dole et al. (2011) and Grumm (2011). The blocking of westerlies is caused by a reduc-
tion of baroclinicity, which is typical for the mid-latitudes. In general, baroclinic instability
enhances the blocking persistence, the interruption of the mid-latitude westerlies, the
deflection of the west–east storm tracks, large-scale subsidence and incoming solar15

radiation. Baroclinicity usually limits the northern branch of the Hadley cell expanding
to the North. Reduced baroclinic activity during heat waves leads to a northward shift of
the descending branch of the Hadley cell and the African ITCZ, which is consistent with
studies on heat waves over Eurasia by Cassou et al. (2005) and Carril et al. (2008). As
shown in Fig. 8b, the precipitation composite over the central Sahel implies a northerly20

shift of the African ITCZ. This relation was first investigated by Rowell (2003), which
observed an increase of rainfall over the western African Sahel and a northern shift of
the African ITCZ during warm Mediterranean SST.

The u-wind composite and CCA mode is consistent with reduced baroclinicity and
shows reduced zonal wind activity throughout central Asia of up to −9 ms−1. An en-25

hanced zonal wind flow is deflected by the anticyclonic center, implying a northward
shift of the subtropical jet. Regarding Georgia, reduced wind speeds of −4 ms−1 are
found in the eastern part and increase towards 1 ms−1 in the West, implying stronger
influence of the anticyclonic blocking and associated subsidence in the Western part
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of Georgia (Fig. 7c). V-winds at 500 mb intensify over Western Russia by up to 9 ms−1,
proving warm and dry air masses are attracted from south-southwest during major
heat wave events. Negative anomalies are found from Northeastern Africa across the
Southern Caspian Sea to the Kara Sea, implying a reduced meridional gradient be-
tween continental central Asia and the Northern Barents and Kara Sea (Fig. 7d). In5

western Georgia positive anomalies of over 7 ms−1 can be observed, while anoma-
lies in the southeast of approximately zero can be found, implying a stronger relation
of warm air advection and heat wave events are found in the West. The u- and v-
wind composites and CCA modes show a strong resemblance (Figs. 7c, d and 8c,
d). The squared correlation between the summer zonal wind and the heat wave pre-10

dictand amounts to −0.77. The first CCA mode for u-wind captures 59.4 %, whereas
the CCA pattern for v-wind accounts for 62.4 % of the summer heat wave variability
(Fig. 9c and d). The squared correlation between the summer meridional wind and the
heat wave predictand measures 0.76.

The analysis of vertical pressure velocity at 500 hPa reveals two opposing patterns15

affecting Eastern and Western Georgia differently (Figs. 7e and 9e). The first O500
CCA mode captures 55.5 % of the summer heat wave variability. The correlation be-
tween the summer O500 pattern and the heat wave predictand amounts to 0.81, im-
plying a strong relation between subsidence patterns and the heat wave occurrence in
Eastern Georgia. Similar to the CCA pattern, the composite detects intensified O50020

of up to 0.7 Pas−1 located over the Caspian Sea and central Asia associated with lo-
cal stability, subsidence, clear skies and maximum insolation during major heat wave
events. Throughout Western Russia and the Barents Sea positive, but weaker anoma-
lies are observed. These patterns mainly influence heat wave patterns over eastern
Georgia, whereas a band of negative O500 anomalies (correlation fields) is found25

across the eastern Black Sea and West Georgia. Reduced vertical pressure velocity
over Southern Scandinavia and central Asia as well as those stretching from north-
east Africa to southwestern Russia are characterized by instability, convection and
cloudiness, reflected by the decrease in enhanced surface heating and precipitation
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(Fig. 8a and c). High SATs combined with high SSTs lead to increased latent heat
fluxes (Xoplaki et al., 2003a) and increased air humidity, hence convection and precip-
itation.

As presented in Fig. 7f, composite anomalies for relative humidity at 500 mb during
major heat wave events show lowest values of up to −20 % over central Asia, eastern5

and southeastern of the Caspian Sea. Negative fields are also found northeastern of
the Black Sea, over central Russia and the Barents and Kara Sea. The observed heat
wave patterns have a strong resemblance to climate composites of major heat wave
events in the eastern Mediterranean found by Kuglitsch et al. (2010). They also show
a close relation to SLP, O500 and OLR patterns (Figs. 7a, e and 8a). Because of the10

atmospheric stability, vertical motion is restricted to the lower boundary layer, where
solar radiation is maximized and the warm air is trapped. The spatial distribution of
RH500 CCA fields shows similar patterns (Fig. 9f). The first CCA for RH500 mode
captures 52.1 % of the summer heat wave variability. The squared correlation between
the summer fields for RH500 and the heat wave predictand over Georgia amounts to15

0.78.
Figure 7g shows a vector wind composite during heat wave events and provides

evidence, that anomalously strong, warm and dry winds collect moist over the warm
eastern Mediterranean and Black Sea producing cyclones and strong convective rain-
fall events above western Georgia (Fig. 8c). While western Georgia is dominated by20

moist air masses, eastern Georgia is influenced by warm and rather dry winds from
North Africa and the Middle East of much lower wind speed anomalies. Moreover, the
Surami Mountain chain dividing western and eastern Transcaucasia holds moist air
masses and leads to adiabatic heating by foehns in on the luv side bringing dry air to
the East.25

3.3.3 Meso-scale surface patterns

High Outgoing Longwave Radiation rates are usually well correlated with high surface
temperature, low soil moisture and water vapor concentration in the planetary boundary
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layer (Fischer et al., 2007). Figure 8a shows highest OLR anomalies of up to 28 Wm−2

east of the Caspian Sea during major heat wave events. The spatial distribution of high
OLR anomalies corresponds well with areas of high SLP, Z500 and O500 anomalies
(Fig. 7a, b and e) as well as low anomalies of relative humidity and zonal winds at
500 mb (Fig. 7c and f), implying enhanced subsidence, clear skies and maximum radi-5

ation leading to surface heating. Over eastern Georgia positive anomalies of 8 Wm−2

can be observed, while west Georgia shows negative OLR anomalies of −8 Wm−2,
which suggests enhanced cloudiness and atmospheric instability.

Heat waves are usually connected to adjacent rainfall and soil moisture deficits,
which is in agreement with Ferranti and Viterbo (2006), Fischer et al. (2007) and10

Seneviratne (2010). According to precipitation and soil moisture composites illustrating
the 20 days prior to the detected major heat wave days, adjacent soil dryness dom-
inates the whole territory of Georgia (not shown). Precipitation patterns during heat
wave events are highly influenced by both, the large-scale circulation and local oro-
graphic patterns. Large-scale precipitation composite (correlation) fields over Eurasia15

correspond well with SLP, Z500 and O500 patterns (Figs. 7a, b, e and 9a, b, e). Local
precipitation fields are mainly found over mountainous and coastal areas due to moist
air advection, instability and convection. Soil moisture fields resemble well the SAT and
RR composite and CCA patterns and show negative composite (correlation) fields over
Turkey across the Southern Caucasus to Southern Russia (Figs. 6a, 8c, and 9i). Over20

eastern Georgia simultaneous negative precipitation (−2 mm) and SM fraction anoma-
lies (−0.04) are observed, which supports the evidence of warm and dry air advection,
subsidence and surface heating. At the same time, positive RR anomalies of 0.15 mm
and negative SM fraction anomalies of −0.03 are observed over West Georgia. Similar
to the composite, the CCA pattern detects reduced precipitation over eastern Geor-25

gia. The first precipitation and soil moisture CCA mode captures 51.2 % (50.0 %) of
the summer heat wave variability (Fig. 9i and j). The correlation between the summer
precipitation (soil moisture) patterns and the heat wave predictand amounts to −0.81
(−0.76), implying a strong relation between precipitation and soil moisture deficits dur-
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ing heat wave days over Eastern Georgia. This finding is in accordance with Haarsma
et al. (2009), who found that summer SAT warming is enhanced due to soil moisture de-
pletion which limits the cooling of the land surface by evaporation. However, as shown
in Figs. 7g, 8e and 9i the anomalous southwesterly subtropical winds bring moist air
masses to the high mountain ridges of the Caucasus Mountains in Western Georgia,5

leading to local precipitation maxima at luv sides due to enhanced orographic convec-
tion (Kostianoy and Kosarev, 2008). Moreover, soil dryness during heat wave events
in mountainous and coastal areas drive instability and air humidity due to meso-scale
circulations leading to enhanced precipitation and cooling (Stefanon et al., 2013). This
effect could amplify precipitation events and further reduce temperature in mountainous10

and coastal areas during heat wave events over Georgia.

4 Summary and conclusions

This study detected severity and changes of summer heat wave events over Georgia
between 1961 and 2010 and their relationships to large- and meso-scale predictors
to identify potential driving mechanisms. Based on the Excess Heat Factor the ten15

summer heat waves with highest heat health impacts over Georgia were identified in
2007, 2006, 1998, 2001 and 1995. Climatology and heat wave changes between 1961
and 2010 were examined in terms of low- and high-impact intensity, frequency and
duration. The observation data used was carefully quality controlled. Homogeneity was
tested using the software RClimDex 1.1. Metadata could be used to detect breakpoints20

and to adjust inhomogeneous time-series using RHVtest 4 (Keggenhoff et al., 2015b).
Summer heat wave changes between the periods 1961–2010 and 1981–2010 re-

vealed significant increasing trends in the Georgia-average. A significant increase
for high-impact heat waves (HWex) was measured between 1961 and 2010. HWF
shows by far the largest trend magnitudes, which is consistent with findings of Perkins25

et al. (2012) and Perkins and Alexander (2013), stating that occurrence-based heat
wave aspects possess larger trend magnitudes. They also found that the high magni-
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tudes of trends for HWF are driving increases in HWN and HWD, due to the fact that
the overall number of heat waves (and their duration) will increase when the number
of participating days increases. Spatial patterns of trends over Georgia are difficult to
assess, which can be attributed to the low data quality and availability. It is also notable
that the linear trend magnitude for all heat wave aspects between the analysis period5

1981 and 2010 at least double, compared those during 1961 and 2010, implying that
more intense and longer heat waves can be expected in future.

The present study focused on a CCA and composite analysis to investigate recent
summer heat wave patterns and their relation to the selected atmospheric and thermal
predictors over Eurasia: mean Sea Level Pressure, Geopotential Height at 500 mb,10

Sea Surface Temperature, Zonal and Meridional Wind at 500 mb, Vertical Velocity at
500 mb, Outgoing Longwave Radiation, Relative Humidity at 500 mb, Precipitation and
Soil Moisture. Daily composites were conducted for the 16 most intense heat wave days
over Georgia between 1961 and 2010. The CCA was performed based on the heat
wave predictand Tmean95p over Georgia. CCA is a statistical technique to find spatial15

patterns of fields with a maximum correlation. The study showed that all composite and
CCA patterns have a close resemblance, which verifies both, the composite analysis
based on observations and the statistical CCA.

A heat wave study investigating heat wave patterns and predictability over Georgia
has been performed for the first time. The results confirmed that large-scale circulation,20

radiation, precipitation and soil moisture over Eurasia were strongly related to Georgian
heat wave events. The analysis detected increasing SAT anomalies over Georgia from
West to East. The slight SST anomalies over the Black and Caspian Sea imply no pre-
ferred SST pattern inducing heat waves, but that they might reinforce events. The large
increase in SSTs in the Barents and Kara Sea during major heat waves over Georgia25

in combination with a reduction of the meridional gradient and a decrease of baroclin-
icity amplifies the northward shift of the subtropical jet, allowing the expansion of the
blocking high over the Southern Ural. This large anticyclonic pattern is represented by
a positive anomaly of Z500 over the area. Moreover, severe heat waves over Georgia
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are attributable to negative SLP anomalies over Southern Scandinavia and the Red
and Black Sea area and positive SLP anomalies over western Asia. These surface and
mid-tropospheric anticyclonic patterns observed (1) block westerlies, (2) attract warm
air masses from the Southwest, (3) enhance subsidence and surface heating, (4) shift
the African ITCZ northwards, leading to a northward shift of the descending branch5

of the Hadley cell, and (5) cause a northward shift of the subtropical jet. The regional
effects of the persistent blocking are closely related to both, the large- to meso-scale
circulation and the local orography of Georgia. The study revealed that Eastern Georgia
is mainly influenced by low warm and dry wind flows, subsidence and surface heating
due to clear skies, atmospheric stability and maximum insolation, implied by positive10

anomalies of O500 and OLR and negative RH500, SM and RR patterns over the area.
However, during major heat wave events western Georgia is affected by anomalous
strengthened wind speed and warm and moist air. These anomalous southwesterly
dry winds from Northeast Africa across the Eastern Mediterranean collect moist over
the Mediterranean and Black Sea and lead to atmospheric instability and convective15

rainfall, reflected by negative anomalies for O500 and positive VW500 and RR anoma-
lies over the area. Precipitation might be amplified by the pronounced soil dryness
observed throughout Georgia, which induced atmospheric instability and enhanced air
humidity and cooling due to meso-scale circulations over mountainous and coastal
areas (Stefanon et al., 2013). Moreover, heat waves over Georgia are attributable to20

reduced soil moisture across the whole territory of Georgia, implying adjacent precip-
itation deficiency for a prolonged period (Haarsma et al., 2009). This assumption was
verified by precipitation and soil moisture composites for a 20 day-period prior to the
major summer heat wave events over Georgia. The contribution of lagged precipitation
and soil moisture depletion to heat wave events over Georgia will be investigated in25

more detail in a further study.
Observed changes show that all relevant circulation, radiation and soil moisture

patterns contributing to heat waves have been intensified between 1961 and 2010.
Tmean95p over Georgia and SSTs over the Black and Caspian Sea showed signifi-
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cant warming trends. Largest trends for SSTs are found in the Northern Atlantic and
the Kara Sea. Changes in large-scale circulation and radiation patterns reflect a signifi-
cant increase in surface and mid-troposphere pressure and surface heating throughout
Western Asia, while for relative humidity, precipitation and soil moisture significant de-
creasing trends could be found. Most pronounced trends were observed over South-5

east Georgia, implying increasing soil dryness over the area. Based on the fact that
surface and mid-troposphere pressure, surface radiation and soil dryness intensified
significantly over Western Asia during the last 50 years, it is likely, that Georgia will be
exposed to more and longer severe heat waves in future.
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Table 1. The 10 most severe heat waves over Georgia between 1961 and 2010. Heat waves are
characterized by their year of occurrence, rank, date of the peak EHF (Date), duration (days),
intensity (◦C2) and accumulated heat load (◦C2).

Year Rank Date of Peak EHF event duration Heat load Acc. heat load
EHF (days) (◦C2) (◦C2)

1966 9 7 Jun 5 10.8 55
27 Jul 5 5.0 25

1969 6 9 Jun 7 9.9 70

1995 5 24 May 8 10.3 81

1998 6 May 3 10.7 33
3 22 Jun 14 8.4 114

31 Jul 5 3.5 17
30 Aug 7 6.7 49
16 Sep 8 3.0 25

2000 22 Jul 7 7.7 52
8 1 Aug 7 8.5 57

2001 15 Jun 1 12.2 17
4 24 Jul 15 6.3 94

14 Aug 4 3.8 15

2006 5 Jun 5 6.0 32
2 14 Aug 18 7.1 127
7 29 Aug 14 4.3 61

2007 1 28 May 10 20.0 200
1 Aug 5 4.0 21
13 Aug 6 2.9 18
6 Sep 9 2.3 21

2010 6 Jun 4 11.0 47
15 Jun 6 5.6 35

10 12 Jul 12 4.6 55
2 Aug 13 4.0 50
2 Sep 9 2.3 20
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Table 2. Annual Georgia-averaged trends for heat wave aspects HWN, HWD, HWF, HWex
between 1961 and 2010 with respective confidence intervals (95 %). Trends significant at the
5 % level are indicated in bold.

Heat wave aspect Climatology Trend Trend
(1961–1990) magnitude/decade magnitude/decade

(1961–2010) (1981–2010)

Heat Wave Number (no. of
events)

1.7 0.4 (0.2 to 0.6) 0.8 (0.5 to 1.3)

Heat Wave Duration (days) 5.5 0.9 (0.5 to 1.5) 1.8 (0.5 to 3.6)
Heat Wave Frequency (days) 10.4 2.9 (1.5 to 4.7) 6.6 (2.7 to 10.7)
Extreme Heat Wave Days
(days)

0.3 0.05 (0.00 to 0.17) 0.15 (0.00 to 0.60)
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Table 3. Changes in the heat wave predictand and predictors averaged over Georgia between
1961 and 2010. Trends significant at the 5 % level are indicated in bold. Respective confidence
intervals (95 %) are set in brackets. Reanalysis data focus on an area between 38.8 to 47.8◦ E
and 38.8 to 43.8◦ N, except for the Black Sea (24 to 42◦ E and 40 to 47◦ N) and Caspian Sea
(47 to 55◦ E and 36 to 47◦ N).

Heat wave
predictand∗/
predictors

Climatology
(1961–1990)

Mean
Difference
(1981–2010)

Trend
magnitude/decade
(1961–2010)

Trend
magnitude/decade
(1981–2010)

∗Tmean95p (◦C) 20.4 0.1 0.2 (0.0 to 0.4) 0.4 (0.0 to 0.9)
SST (Caspian Sea)
(◦C)

21.7∗ – – 0.7 (0.4 to 1.0)

SST (Black Sea) (◦C) 20.7∗ – – 0.6 (0.4 to 0.8)
SLP (mb) 1012 1.2 0.5 (0.3 to 0.7) 0.0 (−0.3 to 0.3)
Z500 (m) 5753 15.9 8.7 (5.4 to 11.1) 2.3 (−1.4 to 9.2)
u-wind (ms−1) 6.8 0.6 0.25 (0.0 to 0.6) −0.4 (−0.1 to 0.12)
v-wind (ms−1) 3.7 −0.5 − 0.2 (−0.4 to 0.0) 0.0 (−0.5 to 0.4)
Outgoing Longwave
Radiation (Wm−2)

246 5.8 2.9 (1.7 to 4.0) 3.1 (0.6 to 5.4)

Vertical Velocity at
500 mb (Pas−1)

−0.04 0.01 0.01 (0.00 to 0.01) 0.02 (0.00 to 0.03)

Relative Humidity at
500 mb (%)

44 −4.8 − 2.4 (−3.2 to −1.5) −3.7 (−5.5 to −2.0)

Precipitation
(mmday−1)

5 −0.7 − 0.35 (−0.47 to −0.23) −0.58 (−0.95 to −0.28)

Soil Moisture
(fraction)

0.3 −0.01 − 0.004 (0.006 to 0.002) −0.007 (0.012 to 0.002)

∗ Due to data availability only climatological values and trends for the period 1981–2010 could be presented.
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Table 4. Results of the CCAs between selected predictors and the heat wave predictand: listed
are the predictor’s abbreviation, the selected domain, r is the correlation coefficient between
the canonical score series, the explained variance refers to the variance of summer heat waves
HWs explained by each CCA, the correlation skill score of all grid points with an approximate
95 % confidence interval.

Predictor Domain r Explained Confidence
Variance (%) Interval (95 %)

SST (Eurasia) 10–80◦ N, 0–90◦ E 0.56 52.3 % 0.43–0.66
SST (Black Sea) 40–47◦ N, 27–42◦ E 0.43 88.3 % 0.27–0.59
SST (Caspian Sea) 36–47◦ N, 47–55◦ E 0.66 88.6 % 0.55–0.75
Z500 10–80◦ N, 0–90◦ E 0.74 61.6 % 0.67–0.80
SLP 10–80◦ N, 0–90◦ E 0.62 61.2 % 0.50–0.71
u-wind500 10–80◦ N, 0–90◦ E −0.77 59.4 % −0.83–−0.70
v-wind500 10–80◦ N, 0–90◦ E 0.76 62.4 % 0.70–0.82
O500 10–80◦ N, 0–90◦ E 0.81 55.5 % 0.74–0.87
RH500 10–80◦ N, 0–90◦ E 0.78 52.1 % 0.71–0.82
OLR 10–80◦ N, 0–90◦ E 0.81 51.0 % 0.75–0.85
RR 10–80◦ N, 0–90◦ E −0.84 51.2 % −0.87–−0.78
SM 10–80◦ N, 0–90◦ E −0.76 50.0 % −0.81–−0.70
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Table A1. Extreme summer heat wave events between 1961 and 2010: Year, HW number,
Intensity of peak heat wave (HW class), date of peak EHF (Date), duration (days), accumulated
heat load (◦C2), and accumulated heat load (◦C2) of peak extreme heat waves.

Year HW No. Date Peak Intensity Duration Distribution
(HW class) (EHF days) (% of stations)

1961 1 5 May 4 4 27
2 15 May 4 5 18

1966 3 7 Jun 4 7 29

1967 4 24 May 4 3 9

1980 5 14 Jul 4 5 5

1996 6 17 Jul 4 14 6

1998 7 7 May 4 4 15

1999 8 6 Aug 4 8 124

2000 9 17 Jul 4 9 11
10 2 Aug 4 7 24

2001 11 15 Jun 5 5 6

2003 12 26 May 5 4 5

2005 13 22 May 4 3 5

2007 14 9 May 6 3 13
15 28 May 6 6 75

2009 16 5 Jun 4 4 13
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  1 

(a)          (b) 2 

 3 

(c) 4 

  5 
Figure 1. Averaged atmospheric patterns over Eurasia during summer 1981 to 2010: composite
means for summer. (a) Sea Level Pressure (mb) (b) Vector Wind (VW500, ms−1), and (c)
Vertical Velocity (Pas−1).
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 1 

  2 Figure 2. Temperature stations over Georgia used in this study.
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(a) 
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(c)  

 

(d) 

  

Figure 3. Absolute heat wave changes between 1961 and 2010 over Georgia: mean absolute
differences between the periods 1961–1990 and 1981–2010 for the (a) Heat Wave Number
(HWN) in number of events, (b) Heat Wave Duration (HWD) in days, (c) Heat Wave Frequency
(HWF) in days and (d) Extreme Heat Wave days in days.
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(a)                   (b) 

  

(c)                   (d) 

Figure 4. Changes in the heat wave predictand and large-scale circulation over Eurasia be-
tween 1961 and 2010: absolute differences between the periods 1961–1990 and 1981–2010
for (a) Tmean95p (◦C), (b) SST (◦C), (c) SLP (Pa), and (b) Z500 (m). Bright coloured fields
indicate significant changes (at the 5 % level). Light coloured fields imply insignificance.
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(a)                  (b)  

   

 (c)                  (d) 

 

(e)  

Figure 5. Changes in meso-scale thermal processes between 1961 and 2010 over West Asia:
absolute differences between the periods 1961–2010 and 1981–2010 for (a) OLR (Wm−2),
(b) O500 (Pas−1), (c) RH500 (%), (d) RR (mmday−1), and (e) SM (%). Bright coloured fields
indicate significant changes (at the 5 % level). Light colored fields imply insignificance.
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(a)                 (b) 

 

  

 

Figure 6. Composites of SAT and SST during major summer heat waves over Georgia between
1961 and 2010: Composite anomalies for daily (a) SAT (◦C) and (b) SST (◦C). Anomalies are
calculated with respect to the 1981–2010 period. Data is based on daily NCEP/NCAR Reanal-
ysis.
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Figure 7. Composites of large-scale circulation and middle troposphere patterns during major
summer heat waves over Georgia between 1961 and 2010: Anomalies for daily (a) SLP (hPa),
(b) Z500 (m), (c) u-wind at 500 mb (ms−1), (d) v-wind at 500 mb (ms−1), (e) O500 (Pas−1), (f)
RH500 m (%), and (g) VW500 (ms−1). Anomalies are calculated with respect to the 1981–2010
period. Data is based on daily NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis.
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  1 
(a)

 
             (b)

 

  3 
(c)                 (d)

  4 

  5 Figure 8. Composites of meso-scale surface patterns during major summer heat waves over
Georgia between 1961 and 2010: Anomalies for daily (a) OLR (Wm−2), (b, c) RR (mmday−1),
and (d) SM (fraction). Anomalies are calculated with respect to the 1981–2010 period. Data is
based on daily NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis.
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(e)                 (f) 6 

Figure 9.
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 (g)                  (h) 2 

   3 

(i)      (j) 4 

 5 

Figure 9. First CCAs between the summer heat wave predictand and selected predictors: CCA
modes with the correlation coefficient for (a) SLP, (b) Z500, (c) u-wind at 500 mb, (d) v-wind at
500 mb, (e) O500, (f) RH, (g) SST, (h) OLR, (i) RR, and (j) SM. Canonical correlation coeffi-
cients are displayed on the top of each panel.
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